PRODUCT CATALOGUE

HARVEST MORE TRIM BIN FILTER KIT
The Trim Bin Filter features a sorting screen at its base that allows you to quickly separate
unwanted sizes and materials into the attached collection bag. The Trim Bin Filter will nest
into all other Trim Bins — sold separately — for maximum processing power, staging and
storage. Each Trim Bin Filter includes one 16 x 17.5 inch oven bag for collection. The Trim
Bin Filter: Helping you Harvest More. The Trim Bin Filter is the latest innovation from
Harvest More: - Dimensions: 20 in W x 16 in L x 8 in H - Collection bag attaches to bin
below screen to capture sorted materials - Stackable with all Trim Bins: use all three to
sort your work and collect pollen (Sold separately) - Each Trim Bin Filter includes one 16 x
17.5 inch collection bag - Engineered and tested for optimal sorting - Ultra lightweight
workstation - Easy to clean. Easy to carry - Made in California USA Like all products in the
Harvest More line, the Trim Bin Filter is made with quality materials and ingenuity.
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$75.00

HARVEST MORE TRIM BIN
The TrimBin by Harvest-More is the premier trim tray on the market. Sturdy and
ergonomically designed, Trim Bin allows for stress-free trimming sessions and high
yields. Trim Bin is easy to carry and simple to clean and will keep your scene organized
and efficient. Trim Bin by Harvest-More Features: - 1 top bin with 150 micron
interchangeable stainless steel screen - 1 bottom bin with mirror finish collection tray High molded walls keep your work contained - 1 static brush by Harvest More to sweep up
pollen - Made from 100% recyclable polypropylene - Easy to clean. Easy to carry The Trim
Bin trim tray by Harvest-More features an ergonomic design that makes trim work more
enjoyable. The two part system allows for versatility and efficient use of space. Like all
products in the Harvest More line, the HM trim tray is made with quality materials and
ingenuity. It’s long lasting, durable and portable. Turn any couch or table into a
comfortable work station!
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